World’s first open source MHEG and CI Plus Authoring Tool released
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Bristol, UK, June 30, 2010 – Digital TV software specialist, Ocean Blue Software, has released its
Triton™ MHEG-5 and CI Plus Authoring Tool as an open source and royalty-free product for application
authors and developers.
The tool, developed by Ocean Blue as an MHEG-5 and CI Plus (CI+) application author, contains many of the
features commonly found in professional integrated development environments (IDE) and allows developers
to create dynamic and visually impressive graphical user interface applications for digital TV platforms.

Ocean Blue is releasing all the source code for the tool to the open source community
free of charge. Ken Helps, CEO of Ocean Blue explains why: “As a player in the digital TV industry we
feel it is our responsibility to contribute towards the progression of both the MHEG and CI+ markets.
,” Helps continues. “With the release of Triton to the open source community we hope to encourage
developers to get creative and develop innovative TV applications which will in turn benefit end-users
and broadcasters”.
The benefits of Triton Authoring tool include:
• Rapid prototyping of MHEG and CI+ applications
• Construction of professional GUI applications
• Speed of UI application design
• Reduced total cost of ownership for UI applications
• Simplified UI application development oriented around tools designers are familiar with
• In-built code editor
• Generation of MHEG-5 and CI+ application code at the click of a button.
Ocean Blue Software has also developed a PC Simulator tool which is available to purchase. The simulator
allows developers to test and debug their application on their personal computer.
For more information or to download Triton suite, please visit
http://www.oceanbluesoftware.co.uk/triton.shtml
– ENDS –
About Ocean Blue Software
Ocean Blue Software, based in Bristol, with offices in Hong Kong and Korea, specialises in the
development, distribution and support of world-class software solutions, which are incorporated into
Digital TV consumer electronics products, present in the Digital Home.
Ocean Blue’s software products stand out in terms of maturity, usability, operability and adherence to
international digital broadcast standards, notably DVB and DTG. Ocean Blue is active in both DTG and DVB
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groups, assisting in the development of industry software standards. Ocean Blue’s latest software
developments include support for High Definition TV broadcasts, Talking TV technology, CI Plus and
Connected-TV solutions such as HbbTV.
For further information please visit www.oceanbluesoftware.com.
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